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Controlling a high_voltage

vertical junction ?eld effect transistor (VJFET). The loW
voltage LJFET conducting channel is double-gated by p+n
junctions at opposite sides of the lateral channel. A buried
p-type epitaxial layer forms one of the tWo p+n junction
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gates. Ap+ region created by ion implantation serves as the
p+ region for the second p+n junction gate. Both gates are
electrically connected by a p+ tub implantation. The vertical
Channel of the Vertical JFET is formed by Converting part of

the buried p-type epitaxial layer into n+ channel via n-type
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SiC poWer devices have been intensively investigated.

DOUBLE-GATED VERTICAL JUNCTION
FIELD EFFECT POWER TRANSISTOR

Most efforts have been focused on poWer sWitches based on

MOSFET technology. MOSFET-based poWer sWitches have
NON-PROVISIONAL PATENT APPLICATION

loW reliability due to gate oxide failure, especially at high
temperatures. A variety of designs have been proposed to

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

address this issue as described in Status and prospects for
SiC power MOSFETs, IEEE Transaction on Electron

Devices, Vol. 49, No.4, April 2002.
Gate oxide/insulator reliability, especially at high

This application claims bene?t under 35 U.S.C. 119(e)
from US. Provisional Application No. 60/348,232 ?led on
Nov. 9, 2001.
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temperatures, is a major problem for devices such as

ACCUFETs, IGBTs, MCTs and MTOs that require MOS
FEDERALLY SPONSORED RESEARCH OR
DEVELOPMENT

FETs or MISFETs for gating. Even When SiC poWer
sWitches are not used in a high temperature environment

their junction temperatures are high, especially Where lim

None.

15

ited space is available.

Gate oxide/insulator reliability at high ?eld and tempera

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

ture conditions is a much more challenging problem in

1. Field of the Invention
The present invention generally relates to a poWer semi
conductor sWitch. Speci?cally, the invention is a poWer

sWitch in Which a double-gated, normally-off, loW-voltage
lateral junction ?eld effect transistor (LJFET) is employed to
control a normally-on, high-voltage vertical junction ?eld
effect transistor (VJFET).
2. Background

comparison to the loW inversion layer mobility problem
hindering the application of SiC MOSFET-based poWer
20

sWitches because silicon dioxide (SiO2) on SiC is reasonably
assumed to have a quality similar to SiO2 on Si, Which does
not have carbon atoms to compromise the quality of SiO2.
Si/SiO2 technology has a 2 MV/cm maximum ?eld limit in

25

SiC/SiO2 structure requires at least a 4 MV/cm ?eld in SiO2
in order to exploit the advantage of high electric ?eld

An ideal poWer semiconductor sWitch possesses impor

tant features, capabilities, and characteristics. Anormally-off
feature is signi?cantly important to poWer systems since it
avoids the dangers and design complications of normally-on
designs, especially at high poWer levels. A voltage control
capability is a Widely desired advantage thereby spurring the
replacement of silicon (Si) poWer BJTs and Darlingtons
current-controlled devices by voltage-controlled FETs
(MOSFETs) and IGBTs and more recently the replacement
of Si HV-IGBTs by Si GTOs. A negative temperature
coef?cient characteristic ensures higher reliability by forc

SiO2 so as to achieve a 10-year reliability. Whereas, a

strength offered by the SiC.
30

35

SiOZ/SiC structures have an intrinsically loWer reliability
than SiOZ/Si structures due to a much larger charge injection
into SiO2 from SiC resulting from a smaller injection barrier,
2.70 eV for 4H-SiC/SiO2 barrier versus 3.15 eV for Si/SiO2
barrier. The exponential dependence of the hot carrier den
sity distribution on energy makes 4H-SiC/SiO2 systems
more susceptible to high temperature reliability failure than
Si/SiO2 systems. Therefore, the need exists for poWer
sWitches free of gate oxide or gate insulator for high

ing device current to decrease When a local hot spot develops

temperature and high poWer applications. Thyristors, GTO

thereby preventing thermal runaWay. A loW forWard voltage

thyristors, and BJTs are free of gate oxide or insulators, but

drop characteristic ensures loW conduction loss and heat

generation. A high speed capability reduces both siZe and

40

are latch-on devices or current controlled sWitches and not

as desirable for many poWer control applications.

Weight of reactive components in a poWer system. Unipolar

While novel MOSFET designs may substantially reduce

operation ensures negligible storage charge resulting in loW
sWitching losses and reduced sWitching spikes therefrom

the electric ?eld across the gate oxide in the channel region,
there remains a high electric ?eld across the gate oxide in

higher system reliability.
It is Well knoWn that Si IGBTs, bipolar sWitch types,
dominate the higher poWer end of the commercial market
because Si MOSFETs, unipolar sWitch types, lack conduc
tivity modulation and possess a higher forWard voltage drop
than Si IGBTs. HoWever, there is no such problem With
silicon carbide (SiC) unipolar MOSFETs and JFETs because

45

source-to-gate and drain-to-gate overlap regions. Source and
drain regions are generally subjected to ion implantation

techniques and high temperature annealing. Oxide quality in
such regions is substantially degraded causing further reli
ability concerns With the MOSFET-based SiC poWer
50

sWitches Within high temperature operations.
Junction ?eld effect transistors (JFETs) have been pro

higher electric ?eld strength and higher doping concentra

posed to solve the gate oxide reliability problem at high

tions make it possible to reduce the speci?c ON resistance

electric ?eld and temperature conditions as described by
Zhao in US. Pat. No. 6,107,649 issued Aug. 22, 2000 and
US. Pat. No. 6,423,986 issued on Jul. 23, 2002. PoWer

by a feW hundred times.
PoWer semiconductor sWitches are generally required to

55

handle high poWer inevitably leading to ohmic losses and
heating. SWitch heating in?uences the ultimate limit of
poWer handling capability. In order to operate at high
temperatures, the semiconductor requires a large band gap

JFETs are typically normally-on devices and as such not as

to cause sWitch malfunction. Wide band gap

desirable for high poWer system applications. See R. N.
Gupta et al., A 600 VSiC Trench JFET, Materials Science
Forum, Vols. 389—393, pp. 1219—1222, 2002; H. Onose et
al., 2 kV 4H-SiC Junction FETs, Materials Science Forum,
Vols. 389—393, pp. 1227—1230, 2002; P. Friedrichs, et al.,

semiconductors, one example being SiC, are attractive for

Application-Oriented Unipolar Switching SiC Devices,

this reason. SiC is the only Wide band gap semiconductor

Materials Science Forum, Vols. 389—393, pp. 1185—1190,
2002. HoWever, JFET designs are either normally-on Which

so that the intrinsic carrier concentration is not high enough

(3.2 eV band gap for 4H-SiC) for Which large area substrate
is commercially available. Also, it is an indirect band gap
semiconductor With a high thermal conductivity, typically
ten times that of GaAs and three times that of Si.

60
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is not desirable for poWer sWitching, see Friedrichs et al.,

Gupta et al., and Onose et al., or require epitaxial regroWth
Which not only increases cost but also fabrication complex

US 6,841,812 B2
3
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ity thereby limiting device yield, see Friedrichs et al. and K.
Asano et al., 5 kV 4H-SiC SEJFET with Low RonS 0f 69
mQcm2, Proc. 14”1 Int. Symp., Power Semiconductor

FIG. 5A is an enlarged sectional vieW shoWing one-half of
a preferred embodiment for the present invention described
in FIG. 1A.
FIG. 5B is an enlarged sectional vieW shoWing one-half of
a single-gated VJFET With semi-insulating layer to elimi

Devices and IC’s, PiscataWay, N.J., IEEE, 2002. Epitaxial
regrowth is an undesirable approach not only because it is
costly but also due to its effect on decreasing poWer device

yield.

nate punch-through.

What is required is a junction ?eld effect transistor (JFET)
that is normally-off, offers improved performance over the
related art, and eliminates epitaxial regroWth during device

a single-gated VJFET Without semi-insulating layer.

fabrication.

FIG. 5C is an enlarged sectional vieW shoWing one-half of
10

to a single-gated VJFET With semi-insulating layer.
FIG. 7 is a Gate Current Density versus Drain Voltage plot
shoWing the sWitch losses voltage control for a single-gated

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

An object of the present invention is to provide a double

gated junction ?eld effect transistor that is normally-off
having improved operating performance characteristics over

FIG. 6 is a Drain Current Density versus Drain Voltage

plot comparing performance of present double-gated VJFET

15

the related arts.

VJFET Without semi-insulating layer.
REFERENCE NUMERALS

A further object of the invention is to provide a double

gated junction ?eld effect transistor that eliminates an epi

taxial regroWth step during fabrication.
The present invention relates to a poWer semiconductor

Substrate

sWitch offering a higher current capability With a loWer
forWard voltage drop as compared to the related art. The

invention incorporates a monolithically integrated double
gated loW-voltage lateral JFET (LJFET) to control a high
voltage vertical J FET (VJ FET), thus forming a double-gated
VJFET (DG-VJFET). In the present invention, a buried
epitaxial layer is employed to form a high voltage blocking

Ohmic contact
IJFET

Width
25

Drift layer
Current spreading layer

P-type layer

p-n junction in the poWer sWitch, as Well as to function as

P-n junction
P-n junction

a gate for the loW-voltage LJFET.
The double-gated structure facilitates a doubling of the
channel opening Within the loW-voltage LJFET. Because a

normally-off poWer sWitch current capability is limited by
the loW-voltage LJFET current capability, doubling the
channel opening substantially increases the current capabil
ity and decreases the forWard voltage drop.
The present invention provides a monolithic normally-off
semiconductor poWer sWitch thereby advancing poWer
sWitch technology in tWo important aspects. A buried epi
taxial layer serves not only as one of the tWo required

Depth
Lateral channel opening

N-type layer
P” subregion
Metal gate contact

P” subregion
Metal gate contact
35

Shaped p” subregion
Major Width
Minor Width

Metal gate

P” subregion
NJ“ subregion
Source contact

40

semiconductor layers in a p-n junction responsible for high

Vertical channel
Vertical channel Width

voltage blocking but also as a gate for the LJFET so that a

Channel depth
Vertically-oriented channel

Wider channel opening Within the LJFET is possible. The

Trench

result is a substantially increased total current or a greatly

reduced on-state voltage drop. The present invention totally
eliminates the parasitic p-n-p transistor punch-through
problem Without a semi-insulating layer. Furthermore, the
present invention substantially simpli?es poWer sWitch fab
rication While greatly increasing current capability.

Trench depth
45

SideWall

Semi-insulating layer

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
The invention Will noW be described in more detail, by

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Way of example only, With reference to the accompanying
draWings, in Which:
FIG. 1A is an enlarged sectional vieW of the present

double-gated VJFET.
FIG. 1B is an enlarged sectional vieW of the present

SideWall thickness

SideWall angle

55

The present invention Will noW be described more fully
hereafter With reference to the accompany draWings, in
Which preferred embodiments of the invention are described
With SiC semiconductor serving as an example. The inven
tion may, hoWever, be embodied in many different forms for
many different semiconductors including but not limited to

double-gated VJFET With current spreading layer.

GaN, AlGaN, GaP, AlGaAs, diamond, ZnO, and ZnO based

FIG. 2 is an enlarged sectional vieW of an alternate
embodiment of the present invention having a trench struc
ture With the vertical channel.
FIG. 3 is an enlarged sectional vieW of an alternate

materials among other semiconductors.
Referring to FIG. 1A, an enlarged sectional vieW is shoWn
of a semiconductor poWer sWitch, referred to as a

DG-VJFET 1, comprised of several layers. Aplanar-shaped

embodiment of the present invention having a shaped gate

substrate 10 composed of a heavily doped n-type semicon

design.

ductor material knoWn Within the art is provided as the ?rst

FIG. 4 is an enlarged sectional vieW of an alternate 65 layer and functionally facilitates ohmic contact formation. A

embodiment of the present invention having a merged gate

lightly-doped yet thicker n-type drift layer 20 composed of

design.

material knoWn Within the art is likeWise planar disposed

US 6,841,812 B2
5
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and contacting the substrate 10. A planar disposed p-type
opposite of the substrate 10. Properties of the p-type layer

After structure groWth, implantation methods are applied
to form p+ subregion 50, p+ subregion 60, n+ subregion 70,
and vertical channel 80. To form the p+ subregion 50, an
implantation mask composed of a photoresist material or

30, namely doping and thickness, are such so that a pre

heavy metal, examples including molybdenum or tungsten,

determined high voltage is blocked by the p—n junction 31.
A planar disposed n-type layer 40 composed of material

is formed on the n-type layer 40 via photolithography
methods understood in the art folloWed by Al or C plus Al

layer 30 composed of material understood Within the art is
thereafter provided in contact along the drift layer 20 and

understood Within the art contacts the p-type layer 30

ion implantation into subregion 50 thereby connecting the

opposite of the drift layer 20. A planar disposed n-type

buried p-type layer 30 to the device surface. A second ion
implantation mask is formed on the n-type layer 40 via
photolithography for the shalloWer Al or Al plus C ion

ohmic contact 11 is provided along the substrate 10 opposite
of the drift layer 20 and serves as a drain.

The p-type layer 30 is formed via epitaxial groWth With

implantation into subregion 60 forming a heavily doped

techniques understood in the art so that abrupt p—n junctions
31, 32 are formed. The p-type layer 30 is more heavily doped
than the n-type layer 40 so that a larger portion of the

p-type gate. To achieve a normally-off DG-VJFET 1, the
second implantation depth forms a lateral channel opening
18 smaller than the total intrinsic built-in depletion Width

depletion region is provided Within the n-type layer 40. The
p-type layer 30 betWeen drift layer 20 and n-type layer 40

15

and p+ subregion 60. Next, the n+ subregion 70 is formed by
implanting nitrogen or phosphorous to create a heavily
doped source after application of photoresist or heavy metal
mask to the n-type layer 40. Finally, an n-type ion implan

serves as a gate layer by p implantation converting the p+

subregion 50 from n-type to p-type thereby completing ?rst
gate contact With the metal gate contact 51. Likewise, the p+

tation of nitrogen or phosphorous or a combination of

subregion 60 is converted from n-type to p-type by p
implantation thereby providing a second gate having a metal
gate contact 61. Thereafter, the second gate is monolithically

nitrogen and phosphorous is performed via techniques
understood in the art to create the vertical channel 80 having
an electron concentration larger than the concentration of

connected to the ?rst gate by a metal connection. An n+

subregion 70 is implanted by donors to form a heavily doped

extending into the n-type layer 40 bounded by p+ layer 30

holes in the p-type layer 30.
25

n-type source contacting a source contact 71.

The vertical channel 80 is an n-type semiconductor

The vertical channel 80 along the VJFET 13 extends to a
channel depth 82 so that so a portion of the vertical channel

extending through the p-type layer 30 and having a prede

is bordered by the p-type layer 30, as shoWn in FIG. 1A. The
vertical channel Width 81 is a critical parameter thereby

termined channel depth 82. Preferably, the vertical channel
80 possesses a doping concentration higher than the p-type
layer 30, at least Where the tWo regions overlap. The vertical

If too large, the vertical channel 80 can not be substantially

in?uencing the blocking voltage performance of the sWitch.

depleted by the voltage applied betWeen the p-type layer 30

channel 80 is formed by n-type ion implantation of nitrogen

and the n-type vertical channel 80. If too small, current

or phosphorous or a combination of the tWo via techniques
understood in the art.

conduction betWeen source and drain is blocked and a high

Again referring to FIG. 1A, the substrate 10 is a heavily
doped n-type SiC semiconductor substrate With a doping
value of at least 1018 cm_3. The lightly-doped, n-type drift
layer 20 is epitaxially groWn to a thickness With a doping

35

The resultant Wafer formed by the implantation steps

value suf?cient to insure the blocking voltage governed by
Poisson’s equation. For example, a 12 micron thick layer
doped to approximately 7><1015 cm-3 results in a blocking
voltage of 1 to 1.5 kV. The buried p-type layer 30 is then

described above is placed into a SiC container and thereafter
40

45

The p-type layer 30 serves not only as part of the blocking
p—n junction 31 but also as a gate for the LJFET 12 formed

by the channel directly above the p-type layer 30 and beloW
p+ subregion 60 and n+ subregion 70. The resultant LJFET
12 is double-gated alloWing a doubling of the lateral channel
opening 18 in comparison to a channel opening Without
using the p-type layer 30 as a gate layer. The p-type layer 30
used as a gate completely eliminates punch-through of the

parasitic p—n—p transistor formed by p+ subregion 60, n-type
layer 40, and p-type layer 30. Punch-through is eliminated

and preferably betWeen 1550—1650 C. Next, a multi-step
junction termination extension is etched onto the p-type
region 30. The Wafer surface is passivated With dielectric
?lms. For example, the SiO2 is thermally groWn at 1100 C.
from 30 to 120 minutes, folloWed by a thicker LPCVD SiO2
and CVD nitride of approximately 1 micron. Ohmic contacts
to p+ subregions 50, 60, n+ subregions 70, and substrate 10
are formed by standard photolithographic lift-off processes.
For example, sputtered nickel can be used as an n-type
contact and Al, Al—Ti alloy or Ti—W is typically used as
p-type contact.
The DG-VJFET 1 operates in a blocking mode With a

55

positive high voltage applied to the ohmic contact 11 With
respect to the source With the source-to-gate voltage equal
Zero Which leaves no conducting channel under the gate for

Without a semi-insulating layer 100 betWeen layer 40 and
layer 30, as shoWn in FIG. 5B.
Although the p-type layer 30 can also be formed by p-type

a normally-off design. The high voltage is blocked by the
reverse biased p—n junction 31. The vertical channel 80 is
substantially depleted under a large reverse bias across the

p-type layer 30 and the vertical channel 80. The DG-VJFET
1 is ON When a positive gate-to-source voltage is applied

ion implantation, it is not desirable to do so in the present

invention because the implanted ion distribution tail Will

penetrate substantially into the n-type layer 40, resulting in

Which reduces the depletion regions of the top p+n junction
and the bottom p+n junction, opening up the conducting

substantially increased carrier scatter and associated mobil

ity degradation. Rather the n-type layer 40 is epitaxially
groWn onto the epitaxial p-type layer 30 forming an abrupt

loaded into a high temperature furnace for post-implantation
activation annealing at a temperature betWeen 1400—1750 C.

formed by epitaxial groWth so as to have a doping value and

thickness such that a pre-determined high voltage is blocked
by the p—n junction 31 Without punch-through of the p-type
layer 30.

current capability is not achieved. For example, the electron
concentration in the vertical channel 80 is about 6x1017
cm'3 at a vertical channel Width 81 of 1.32 microns When the
p+ subregion 30 has a value of about 4.2><1017 cm_3.

channel of the LJFET 12. As a result, source electrons How

p—n junction 32 and facilitating high electron mobility along

to the vertical channel 80 and doWn into the drift layer 20
causing voltage across the device to collapse and a large

the LJFET 12.

current to How betWeen drain and source.

65
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Referring to FIG. 1B, the DG-VJFET 1 is further

drift layer 20 as shoWn in FIG. 1A With a thickness deter

improved When designed for blocking voltages in the range

mined by the desired blocking voltage, one example being

of a feW thousand volts. For high voltage devices, the drift
layer 20 doping density is loW. By inserting a thin but more

heavily doped substrate 10 in FIG. 1A may be formed by

heavily doped current spreading layer 21, electrons from the

n-type ion implantation of phosphorous or nitrogen or a

source 71 are spread out laterally resulting in reduced
resistance and increased forWard current capability. While
various thickness and doping concentrations are possible, a
thickness in the range of 0.1 to 0.8 pm and a doping

combination of phosphorous and nitrogen into the sides of
the drift layer 20. Besides, it should be obvious that FIG. 1A

concentration betWeen 1016 cm'3 and 1017 cm'3 are typical.
The described current spreading layer 21 is applicable to

a 100 micron thickness for a 10 kV blocking voltage. The

is a tWo-dimensional cross sectional vieW. In a three

dimensional design, the p+ subregion 50 is selectively
10

around the selectively implanted small p+ subregion 50.

embodiments described in FIGS. 2—4.
Referring noW to FIG. 2, the vertical channel 80 may be
shaped so as to form a trench 91 With a heavily n-type

implanted surface. The vertically-oriented channel 90 is
formed ?rst by etching a trench-like shape and thereafter
implanted via a loWer energy shalloW n-type implantation to

15

convert a thin layer of the semiconductor surface to a heavily

insulating layer 100 thereby preventing the parasitic p—n—p
20

structure directly under the gate from turning ON. The
p-type layer 30 does not function as a gate Within the LJFET
12 and hence dimension L8 is half that in FIG. 5A. FIG. 5C
shoWs a VJFET 13 Without the semi-insulating layer 100
shoWn in FIG. 5B.

n-type layer 40 so that a normally-on conducting channel
exists betWeen draft layer 20 and n-type layer 40 unless a

large voltage is applied betWeen the blocking p—n junction
31. With a large voltage across the blocking p—n junction 31,
the thin but heavily doped vertically-oriented channel 90
becomes deleted adjacent to p-type layer 30.

FIGS. 5A, 5B and 5C provides a planar half-vieW of three
poWer sWitch designs. One set of exemplary dimensional
values and properties is shoWn in TABLE 1.
FIG. 5A shoWs a sectional vieW of an exemplary embodi
ment of the present DG-VJFET described in FIG. 1A. FIG.
5B shoWs a comparable single-gate VJFET having a semi

n-type doped semiconductor. The trench 91 may also be

formed by implantation ?rst folloWed by etching. The
heavily doped surface layer connects the drift layer 20 and

implanted thereby not blocking source current ?oW from the
source contact 71 toWards the right side of the cell by going
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TABLE 1
Value

The sideWalls 97 of the vertically-oriented channel 90 are

implanted to be heavily n-type. The sideWall thickness 95
and electron concentration are such that a reverse bias across

30

the blocking p—n junction 31 depletes the sideWall 97
n-layer. Preferably, the sideWall 97 n-layer should have a
thickness in the range of 0.1 to 0.5 microns depending on

doping concentration Which is typically at least 1017 cm-3
yet less than 1019 cm_3, hoWever other concentrations are
possible dependent on device design and performance.
A trench 91 is etched into the vertically-oriented channel
90 via techniques understood in the art and determined by
mask shape. While FIG. 2 shoWs one possible shape, others

are likeWise applicable including U-shapes and V-shapes.

35

ented sideWalls 97 are implanted With or Without tilting the
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sample during ion implantation.
Referring to FIG. 3, a sectional vieW of an alternate
embodiment of the present DG-VJFET 1 is shoWn having a

shaped p+ subregion 62. While various subregion shapes are
possible, a shaped p+ subregion 62 should have a minor
Width 64 of smaller dimension than that of the metal gate
contact 61 and a major Width 63 at least that of the metal gate
contact 61. The primary bene?t of the present embodiment
is reduced resistance Within the lateral channel. The p

implantation of the shaped p+ subregion 62 is achieved by
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1
_

_

L3 (pm)

2

2

2

L4 (gm)
L5 (pm)
L6 (pm)

2
1.5
4.59

(pm)
(pm)
(pm)
(pm)
(pm)

0.66
0.27
1.4
12
65

N1
N2
N3
P1

(cm’3)
(66173)
(66153)
(66153)

1.5
4.59
0.66
0.14
1.4
12
.65

_

9
6
7.2
4.2

x
X
X
X

1016
1017
1015
1017

1

2
1.5
4.59
0.66
0.27
1.4
12
65

0.13

9
6
7.2
4.2

x
X
X
X

1016
1017
1015
1017

_

9
6
7.2
4.2

x
X
X
X

1016
1017
1015
1017

FIG. 6 compares the forWard current capability of
sWitches shoWn in FIGS. 5A and 5B. The double-gate
VJFET described in FIG. 5A drastically increases the for

Ward current density through the device.
FIG. 7 shoWs the gate current going through the LJFET 12
due to the punch-through of the parasitic p—n—p structure
directly under the LJFET gate When semi-insulating layer

and therefore undesirable for practical system applications.
A semi-insulating layer 100 Which is formed by implanting
55

suitable deep impurity ions such as V in SiC eliminates the
parasitic p—n—p transistor turn-on problem but limits the
total current capability Where the poWer sWitch shoWn in

FIG. 5B is designed for normally-off operation. Dimension
L8 in FIGS. 5A—5C ensure each sWitch is normally-off at a
60

predetermined high blocking voltage of around 1.5 kV,
meaning the horiZontal channel is completely depleted and
the device conducts a loW sWitch leakage current at a

drain-to-source voltage of 1.5 kV When the gate bias voltage

82 accordingly.
Although exemplary embodiments are shoWn in FIGS.
1—4, other alternatives to the present invention are possible.
For example, the starting Wafer may be a lightly doped bulk

1
2

100 is removed, as shoWn in FIG. 5C. The large gate current
indicates the sWitch is no longer a voltage controlled sWitch

masking the region surrounding the minor Width 64 With a
thin layer of dielectric ?lm or photoresist. A single implan
tation step provides the desired shape.
Referring noW to FIG. 4, another embodiment of the
present DG-VJFET 1 is composed of one large metal gate 65
With p+ subregion 66 by merging the tWo smaller p+ gates
about the vertical channel 80 and reducing the channel depth

FIG. 50

L1 (pm)

L7
L8
L9
L10
L11
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FIG. 5B

L2 (pm)

L12 (pm)

For example, the trench 91 shoWn in FIG. 2 might have a
sideWall angle 96 for vertical orientation (90°) or an angled
(<90°) Wherein the latter is preferred because of the conve

nience in performing n-type implantation. Vertically ori

FIG. 5A

is Zero.
65

The description above indicates that a great degree of
?exibility is offered in terms of the DG-VJFET. Although
the present invention has been described in considerable
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ing layer With doping concentration greater than that of said
n— voltage blocking layer.
3. The double-gated vertical junction ?eld effect transistor

detail With reference to certain preferred versions thereof,
other versions are possible. Therefore, the spirit and scope of
the appended claims should not be limited to the description
of the preferred versions contained herein.
What is claimed is:
1. A double-gated vertical junction ?eld effect transistor

of claim 1 Wherein said vertical channel has a trench.

4. The double-gated vertical junction ?eld effect transistor
of claim 3 Wherein said buried p+ layer is separated from
said n— voltage blocking layer by an n-type current spread
ing layer With doping concentration greater than that of said

comprising:
(a) a loW-voltage LJFET comprising a lateral channel
double-gated by a ?rst p+n junction and a second p+n

junction along opposite sides of said lateral channel, a
top gate forming said ?rst p+n junction having a ?rst p+
subregion formed by ion implantation, and a bottom

n— voltage blocking layer.
10

gate forming by said second p+n junction composed of
a buried p+ layer on top of an n— blocking layer, said

buried p+ layer extending to a top surface along said
double-gated vertical junction ?eld effect transistor for
electric connection to said top gate by implanting a
second p+ subregion extending from said top surface
doWn to said buried p+ layer; and
(b) a high voltage VJFET having a vertical channel
formed by converting a portion of said buried p+ layer

15

6. The double-gated vertical junction ?eld effect transistor
of claim 5 Wherein said buried p+ layer is separated from
said n— voltage blocking layer by an n-type current spread

ing layer With doping concentration greater than that of said
n— voltage blocking layer.
7. The double-gated vertical junction ?eld effect transistor
of claim 1 Wherein said top gate extends over said vertical
channel.

8. The double-gated vertical junction ?eld effect transistor
of claim 7 Wherein said buried p+ layer is separated from
said n— voltage blocking layer by an n-type current spread

to an n-type semiconductor by implantation, said ver
tical channel extending into a drift layer beloW said

buried p+ layer.
2. The double-gated vertical junction ?eld effect transistor
of claim 1 Wherein said buried p+ layer is separated from
said n— voltage blocking layer by an n-type current spread

5. The double-gated vertical junction ?eld effect transistor
of claim 1 Wherein said ?rst p+ subregion is shaped so that
said lateral channel has a reduced length.
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ing layer With doping concentration greater than that of said
n— voltage blocking layer.
*

*

*

*

*

